Deadlines and Directions

Instructions:  http://www.ou.edu/uschina/newman/youngwriters.html

Deadlines: Submissions will be accepted between January 28 and February 25. Send all entries to Adam.Love-1@ou.edu. Questions should be directed to bonnie.tibbs@gmail.com. After you have emailed your poem (or given it to your teacher to bundle and email), we also encourage those who have twitter accounts to post their poems. Just include the judge’s twitter name @JCStalling and use the hashtag #jueju followed by your poem (because they are short by nature, most will fit into the twitter character limit).

Judge: The entries will be judged by OU Professor Jonathan Stalling, who will present the winners their awards during the Newman Prize Ceremony at OU on March 7.

Prize Ceremony: Winning Students and their Teachers will be invited to the Newman Prize for Chinese Literature banquet. If a winning poem was written collectively by a class, then the teacher and one student representative (chosen by the class) will be invited to the banquet.